Year: 4

Subject: Design and Technology Unit of Study: Roman Catapults

The Stone Age to the Iron Age
(50,000 BC to 500 BC)

Study Guide - Design and Technology

Vocabulary

The Ancient Egyptians
(3,000 BC to 332 BC)

Linked Literature: None
The Ancient Greeks
(776 BC to 146 BC)

The Romans
(509 BC to 476 AD)

The Anglo-Saxons
(450 AD to 1066 AD)

I need to do:

catapult

A machine that throws objects

ballista

A type of catapult that throws large spears
made from logs (see picture at bottom right)

scorpion

Like a small ballista, that fires more quickly
and is designed to be fired at rows of soldiers

onager

A type of catapult that throws rocks and jars
of burning oil (see picture at bottom right)

caltrops

Sharp spikes to be thrown on the ground, to
stick in feet or hooves

siege

To surround a city or fortress and stop food or
water getting in

Start to generate ideas, considering the purposes for which they are designing- link with Mathematics and Science.
Confidently make labelled drawings from different views showing specific
features.

Prior knowledge:
People in the past built hillforts and walls around their cities to help protect
them from attack. Sometimes these were made from wood and sometimes
hills of earth. Occasionally they were made of stone.

Develop a clear idea of what has to be done, planning how to use materials, equipment and processes, and suggesting alternative methods of
making, if the first attempts fail.
Identify the strengths and areas for development in their ideas and products. When planning consider the views of others, including intended
users, to improve their work.
Start to join and combine materials and components accurately in temporary and permanent ways.
Know how mechanical systems such as cams or pulleys or gears create
movement.
Evaluate their products carrying out appropriate tests.

I need to know:
Romans built weapons of war to help them win battles
and sieges. These were sometimes based on Greek
designs, but were adapted and widely used. Many
people had never seen these and had no real way to
fight against them.

Start to evaluate their work both during and at the end of the assignment.
Be able to disassemble and evaluate familiar products and consider the
views of others to improve them.

Ballistas were for shooting at a mass of people, and
could fire through up to five men like a barbeque skewer!
Onagers were for breaking walls and setting fire to
buildings by throwing heavy rocks, but could also be
used in battle to slow down an enemy attack.
Scorpions were for defending forts against armies but
were also used in battle if it was possible. They could
fire up to 3 or 4 times a minute, and the heavy bolts
could pierce shields.

What is a catapult?

Can I design an onager throwing
mechanism?

Can I build an onager?

Can I design a ballista throwing
mechanism?

Can I build a ballista?

Can I evaluate my designs?

Lesson content and skills
What is a catapult?
Be able to disassemble and evaluate familiar products and consider the views of others to improve them. Know how mechanical systems such as cams or pulleys or gears create movement.

Can I design an onager throwing mechanism?
Confidently make labelled drawings from different views showing specific features. Develop a
clear idea of what has to be done, planning how to use materials, equipment and processes.

Can I build an onager?

Learning in books
Description of catapults and what they were
used for (table)

Onager design, labelled (front view and side
view)

Photo of onager

Suggesting alternative methods of making, if the first attempts fail. Start to join and combine
materials and components accurately in temporary and permanent ways. Evaluate their products carrying out appropriate tests.

Can I design a ballista throwing mechanism?
Confidently make labelled drawings from different views showing specific features. Develop a
clear idea of what has to be done, planning how to use materials, equipment and processes.

Can I build a ballista?

Ballista design, labelled (front view and side
view)

Photo of ballista

Suggesting alternative methods of making, if the first attempts fail. Start to join and combine
materials and components accurately in temporary and permanent ways. Evaluate their products carrying out appropriate tests.

Can I evaluate my catapults?
Identify the strengths and areas for development in their ideas and products. Start to evaluate
their work both during and at the end of the assignment.

Evaluation of designs and build process

Evaluation

